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About This Game

Forgotten Ball is a minimalist abstract platformer in an open world.

Moving in 2.5 dimensions (well, 3) the ball must ascend a tower with little clues of who it came to be, or why the ball is there.
Red primitives patrol the world, set out to stop ball wherever they can.

Forgotten Ball features a unique automatic world rotation ability, where the world rotates 90 degrees to allow the ball to travel
along a new plane. It's cool.
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No tipped fedoras. I feel lied to.. I remember when this was good.
I remember custom maps play of the star belts of Saturn.
All these memories lost, like tears in the rain.
Time to die.. THE BEST RTS EVER !. Okay so I was looking at free to play games and i saw this pop up. I looked at the
screenshots and BOOM, a WAVE of nostalgia hit me. Staying up till 4 in the morning playing this POS game on my extra POS
windows xp laptop. Let me say that this game should be played for nostalgia purposes only. If you havent played this before, it
wont be fun now, trust me. A pleasant way to spend 5-6 hours. The story is...interesting, and the gameplay, while repetitive at
times, can provide its own challenges.

I think the efforts to make it a retro-style experience made it less polished; the crafting\/fast-travel\/questing systems seemed a
little clunky on account of the programming. This was a pain in the heiney considering the grinding associated with the crafting
system (constantly remaking and salvaging materials just to get that +1) and the overall shortness of the game.

Overall, a fun experience. I just feel bad that it could've been so much better just by making a few different systems in-game
more efficient. If the developer made another game, I'd take a look.. Lifetime lasts about 2 months. I got this game super cheap
but I found it just wasn't for me. I get the sense this is a sole developer, not a team or anything like that. Hats off, he's done
more than I could. What I thought this game would be, based on the description, would be a fairly simple space combat
simulator... Take Freelancer, strip out the mining, trading, and exploration, replace all that with loot and upgrades, so then you
get something like Diablo in space right? Action combat with some RPG elements? Unfortunately it just doesn't work. It plays
more like a tech demo or proof of concept than an actual game.

At least it was cheap?. Weeelllll, this game is a bit of a rip-off if you are planning to buy it for the strategy or rts tag (because
neither is correct). The campaign has only 8 missions, which are typically very, very ... slow. You have only 2 squads and a
monster (which is less interesting than it sounds). The AI is pretty bad (granted they are zombies, but still). Plenty of times my
zombies were just standing somewhere while my houses were being taken over or my leader unit slapped up. The cutscenes are
funny, but that's pretty much what you get for your hard earned money. It is definately a nice starting point for a game, with
more squads, some more skills (your leader is now just a respawn point) and maybe some more ... gameplay. It could be nice,
who knows a patch or DLC will someday makes this game worth the money. For now, I'd spend it on something else. Like
waffles, nothing beats waffles.... This is a fairly straightforward replication of the boardgame, Ludo. You can play this for free
in a browser online, so I can't recommend paying $3 for it.
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The story of how I\u2019ve got the game is pretty short. At first I didn\u2019t know anything about it. Have seen the page of
ENIGMA few times but didn\u2019t pay much attention. However, one day I saw screenshots in my feed made by Aniva, got
interested, waited for a discount and bought it.
So, my thoughts after 16 hours of reading (I\u2019ve completed the novel 100%).

Pros:
+ the novel is aesthetically beautiful and the soundtrack is very good and atmospheric.
+ unusual fantasy setting with heavy environmental theme similar, in my opinion, to Miyazaki\u2019s Mononoke
Princess or Nausica\u00e4 of the Valley of the Wind.
+ interesting and unique cast of characters, each with their mysteries, quirks and past.
+ dialogues are rich and believable; I\u2019ve enjoyed them way more than expected.
+ I usually distaste scriptwriters\u2019 efforts to add jokes and humor to the story if it\u2019s unnecessary or forced
but in this case every single joke and absurd situation look absolutely natural, truly funny and sometimes even witty.
+ unique protagonist who finally acts like a normal adult human being.
+ simple yet still enjoyable lore with interesting themes of fallen heroes, unexpected villain(?) and world epidemic.

Cons\u2026 Ok, it\u2019s not actually cons but more of a rant.
1. Some endings look ridiculous. Not because they\u2019re badly written but because they just feel unnecessary and
don\u2019t contribute much to the story.
2. Half of the story of the fallen heroes is great but the other half is poorly baked with one-two plotholes and many
unexplained details. Plus some characters\u2019 obsession over this theme doesn\u2019t suit the flow of narration.
3. Genius plotline is weird. At first I though he\u2019s Lyona\u2019s diseased husband and merchant-outsider at the
same time because it doesn\u2019t contradict itself, however everything with it turns out to be way simpler and
disappointing. Maybe the scriptwriter wanted to implement both ideas but it didn\u2019t happen, I dunno.
4. El\u2019s plotline tragedy was flushed in the toilet. The game was building tension and secrets over this line
for\u2026 I dunno\u2026 almost the whole game? However, in the end everything turns into \u201cOh well, El kinda
died of Enigma too, that\u2019s it.\u201d WHY BUILD THE TENSION AND MAKE IT SO IMPORTANT THEN
DEDICATE ONLY 5 MINUTES TO REVEAL EVERYTHING?!
5. Why Colette and Lauro\u2019s mother suddenly jumped of the cliff? What\u2019s with the Greta\u2019s bride
curse? What about Ignis fallen party members? Why try to explain everything when you can just dedicate literally few
lines to everything and then sweep it under the rug...

Don\u2019t get me wrong, it\u2019s very beautiful game with unique and interesting story but, c\u2019mon, stop
sacrificing important plot answers in favor of some idiotic plotline \u201cThe-True-Hero-Will-Come-And-We-Will-
Help-Him-But-It-Is-Not-You-Chester\u201d. I don\u2019t care about some random hero who appears for literally 10
minutes during the epilogue, I care about Chester (the protagonist), about El, Ignis, Greta, Envirio and all others who
have their normal long roles in the story.. I got it as part of the Gold edition - since the Danger Deck seems locked to
Mastermind difficulty it's nothing for casual players with completionist ambitions

(the base game is still decent). I think it's good. Very Good game, realistic enough yet have it's own dreamy quality to it
for a simple and short game. Good smut, worth it espeacially if bought at a discounted price.. It's another wave shooter
but it has unique weapons\/mechanics and its 8 dollars so thats a positive game. Fun to show off to your friends easy-
ish to pick up. There are 3 distinct weapons the fist, the sword and the glaive. The sword is what I preferred and it
threw off your slashes into the air like a magic brush stroke. So the game to me felt like drawing slashes into the air
that would travel like a projectile and kill your enemies. The Fist travels like a projectile rocket you control that shoots
off from your hand nothing special there. The glaive is really not beginner friendly\/doesn't seem useful at all so I did
not try it except in practice. You basically fight waves of enemies to the top of the mountain the only thing that changes
is your scenery gets closer and closer to the mountain top but its essentially a wave shooter. Oh and you have a shield
that you can deflect projectiles back with you can choose to take with you instead of an offhand weapon. Seemed pretty
mandatory to have the shield on higher difficulty waves unless you are channeling neo.

The weapon mechanics are a unique utilization of VR enough for me to give a positive review. Two enemies repeat over
and over only thing that changes is it spawns more of them higher you go. I got pretty high on the leaderboard but
didnt get to the top of the mountain so idk if there will be more further on. My complaints are the weapons lack a bit of
polish like the sword doesnt rrecharge at a very quick rate, which I can see why. If you could slash as fast as you want
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there would be no challenge but the recharge rate leaves the weapon feeling kind of unsatisfying.

TLDR fun game to showcase VR to friends, visuals and VR wand usage is cool enough to have people enjoying it and
having fun for 1+ hours. I don't know if the weapon\/enemy mechanics have enough polish and tuning to keep people
playing beyond a few hours, but your mileage may vary.. OMG Bring back me to my childhood.

Old game still the best.

I was little sad when I bought it and Can't start it , get the windows error 0xc0000022,

After reseach on the internet, I found a solution :

FIXED :

https:\/\/neosmart.net\/wiki\/0xc0000022\/

Causes of this Error

This error has been known to occur as a result of one or more of the following:

Cause 1: Access rights are set incorrectly

The most common cause of this error is a Windows application that is unable to access the other files that are necessary for it to
work.

Cause 2: System files are damaged or corrupt

The other common cause is a Windows system file that became corrupt because of a disk write error.

Fixing \u201c0xc0000022\u201d on Windows

Fix #1: Check for permission issues

If the 0xc0000022 is trigged by a specific application and you\u2019re able to identify which application was it, check for its
permission configuration to make sure they are set correctly.

To do so, follow these steps:

Right-click on the application that triggered the error. This can either be the shortcut on your Desktop or the .exe file of the
application installed, available in My Computer.
Choose Properties
Go to the Security tab
Change permissions for all the Administrators, Power Users and System to Allow Full Control
Click Apply

Fix #2: Check for DLLs with accessibility issues

If the error is caused by a DLL file, you can identify which file triggered this error by installing and running the Process
Monitor tool from Microsoft:

Download and run the Process Monitor tool
Run the application that triggered the 0xc0000022 error
Wait for the error to appear
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Click File
Select Capture Events
Select Filter (or you can press the CTRL and L keys) to open Processs Monitor Filter
Filter out all the lines that don\u2019t belong to the application that caused this error
Search for events with the result column as ACCESS DENIED
Once you\u2019ve identified the DLL file with ACCESS DENIED, follow these steps:

Go to the folder where the application that caused this error is installed
Right-click on the DLL file
Select Properties
Go to the Security tab
Click Continue
Click Add
At Enter the object names to select, type users
Click Check Names and then OK
Set the access levels for the new added user to Read & Execute and Read access

MY DLL IN PROBLEM WAS dplayx.dll, I used Security tab to put me the Owner and put Users ALL ACCESS

And now my game start and I can play.. This is one solid horror indie game that definitely deserves more attention. A good one,
I must say, a very good one. The game writing seems like the work of the professional and I haven't encountered any technical
issues. The combination of these features is actually pretty uncommon these days.. it is pretty gnarly.. Crazy addictive game. I
enjoy the continuous mode and the ability to change traffic rates during gameplay. Easy to learn. I love it!. Despite how fun this
game looks, it isnt. Forced into a Race/class combo (without letting you even choose most of your stats!) this is a Diablo rip off,
and not a good one at that. On top of the lactluster gameplay, There is a lack of complete voice overs except at the end of
chapter (Grunts for everything else). The flaws dont even end there Skellies taking full damage from swords and arrows and
ghosts are able to take damage from everything regardless if its a magical weapon or not. Every thing with special texture also is
bugged, it is replaced by a Blue and White texture, and has been since release of the game (Unless you enjoy running from
Gargamel, this is a bad thing). All and all it is not worth the 15 dollars spent on this game. Burning your money would give you
more enjoyment and a closer experiance to DnD then this game could offer (Fire is ALWAYS fun). This recommendation is
more of a warning. Dont buy this game unless you want to be extremly disapointed.
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